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LOGIX CHANGES FACILITY SUPPLIES INDUSTRY IN NORTHEAST OHIO
Logix invests in technology, a search for agents, and a new warehouse in Richfield, OH
to better service facility supply needs.
Richfield, OH - Logix Supply has changed the traditional method of how companies procure their
commercial facility supplies. Through investment in technology, an introduction of a unique
compensation package for its agents, and unlimited product sourcing, Logix has modernized a very
mature industry.
Utilizing its latest technology platform, Logix agents, as well as their clients, have the ability to place
orders directly onsite and at any facility at any time. Proprietary software coupled with the latest
handheld devices allows the user to place orders precisely and effortlessly across any platform,
eliminate errors, and track historical order data. The same APP-based technology allows the user to
place orders online through their newly launched website for even greater convenience.
“We created Logix Supply with the goal of making it easier to purchase facility supplies for all those
involved,” said Barry Smith, owner and president of Logix. “By investing in proprietary ordering software
and equipment, our agents and customers can experience an easy method to purchase any type of
facility products. Armed with new technology and unlimited product sourcing, the Logix agent can now
take the complexity out of ordering facility supplies.
Logix agents create their own hours at their own pace, and do not believe in cumbersome corporate
policies and procedures. No call reports, no quotas. Most important, a positive easy-going culture,
exemplified best by its owner. Becoming a Logix agent is the ultimate in entrepreneurship and flexibility,
with the potential of unlimited income. What also sets the company apart is a lucrative commission
structure. All agents earn an unheard of 50% of gross margin on each order.
“Our goal is to partner with like-minded professionals with entrepreneurial spirt and strong work ethic
that want to enjoy a high-paying career with the ultimate in work-life flexibility. Our agents, through
their relationships and experience, have the hard part done. Utilizing technology, the actual distribution
of our product is the easy part,” said Smith. “We are now positioned for rapid growth by making it easy

to add quality people interested in leveraging their experience and relationships to sell our facility
supplies.”
Logix offers additional services such as inventory management, delivery options, manufacturer support,
buying group advantage, and no product limitations. Serving Northeast Ohio through two facilities in
Richfield and Columbia Station, OH, Logix is growing and adding to its hundreds of product offerings
each day achieving the goal of smarter distribution in facility supply.
About Logix Supply
Logix is Northeast Ohio’s innovative leader in facility supply and distribution. The company sources,
inventories, and sells janitorial supplies, specialty chemicals, industrial packaging, foodservice
disposables, cleaning equipment, maintenance items, safety, and MRO products.
The company distributes a full line of industrial, commercial, and facility supply products to the
education, municipality, cleaning contractor, manufacturing, healthcare, and building maintenance
industries making facility supply and distribution smarter, easier, and more flexible.
To learn about Logix Supply, visit www.Logixsupply.com
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